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Few issues in health care spark as much ire and angst as medical-malpractice litigation. Physicians revile malpractice claims as random events that visit unwarranted expense and emotional pain on competent, hardworking practitioners. Commentators lament the “lawsuit lottery,” which provides windfalls for some patients, but no compensation for the vast majority of patients injured by medical care.1,2 Within the health care industry, there is a nearly universal belief that malpractice litigation has long since surpassed sensible levels and that major tort reform is overdue.

Yet the drive to litigate continues. Plaintiffs’ attorneys and some consumer groups interpret providers’ grievances as little more than predictable chafing on the part of a profession that is unaccustomed to external policing. They view litigation as an indispensable form of protection against medical carelessness. The response of trial attorneys to recent research on medical errors illustrates their perception of themselves as champions of patient safety: new knowledge of the burden of medical errors is seen as vindication of the battles fought on behalf of patients, and the imperative such findings announce is clear — more litigation.3

With a malpractice crisis spreading across the United States today, it is an opportune time to review the current situation in the light of the goals of the liability system, previous crises, and available evidence on the performance of the system. A survey of the field yields a picture of a system that has internal logic but falls far short of its social goals of promoting safer medicine and compensating wrongfully injured patients.

FRAMEWORK AND GOALS OF THE SYSTEM

Malpractice law is part of tort, or personal-injury, law. To prevail in a tort lawsuit, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant owed a duty of care to the plaintiff, that the defendant breached this duty by failing to adhere to the standard of care expected, and that this breach of duty caused an injury to the plaintiff.4 The standard traditionally used to evaluate whether the breach in question rises to the level of negligence is medical custom — the quality of care that would be expected of a reasonable practitioner in similar circumstances. Custom is determined primarily through the testimony of experts in the same field as the defendant, although some encapsulations of expert opinion, such as practice guidelines, may also be used.5,6 In at least 20 states, there has been a discernible shift in recent years away from custom and toward a more independent determination by the court of whether the defendant deviated from “reasonable” conduct.7

There are three social goals of malpractice litigation: to deter unsafe practices, to compensate persons injured through negligence, and to exact corrective justice.4 Theoretically, lawsuits deter physicians by reminding those who wish to avoid the emotional and financial costs of litigation that they must take care.8 With respect to compensation, reasons of fairness and efficiency dictate that the party at fault for an injury should bear the associated costs, including lost earnings, medical bills, and “pain and suffering.”

Clinicians and health care facilities are well placed to bear the costs of injury because they are able to pool risk and resources through insurance.9 Nearly all hospitals and physicians carry deep coverage, usually through separate lines of insurance. The cost of insurance coverage for hospitals is typically linked to the history of claims from year to year, an arrangement known as “experience rating.” Physicians, on the other hand, generally are not risk rated unless they have been repeatedly sued, in which case they may be forced to obtain coverage from high-cost insurers or may have trouble obtaining any coverage.10 In recent years, anecdotal evidence suggests that some insurers in states experiencing tort crises are declining to renew policies for physicians with even a single claim.
Several factors have been linked to patients’ decisions to bring malpractice claims, most notably patient dissatisfaction and physicians’ communication and interpersonal skills. But once patients decide to sue, their attorneys become the pivotal players in determining the volume and type of malpractice lawsuits. The attorney acts as the system’s gatekeeper because claims rarely move forward without the stewardship of counsel. Most plaintiffs’ attorneys work on a contingency-fee basis, taking a percentage of the award as a fee (usually around 35 percent) and taking nothing if the defendant prevails. Because they must absorb the costs of managing litigation, whatever its outcome, plaintiffs’ attorneys have an incentive to make careful decisions about which cases to take. The attorney evaluates the prospective plaintiff’s story, gauges the costs of bringing the lawsuit, and estimates the probability of success and the likely award. If the contingency fee expected in the event of a win, discounted by the probability of losing, exceeds the expected litigation costs, the attorney will take the case.

In summary, the functioning of the malpractice system is efficient in theory: the courts step in to provide compensation and deterrence in cases in which self-regulation has failed to prevent a breach of accepted standards of care; plaintiffs’ attorneys serve as gatekeepers, separating meritorious from unpromising claims; and liability coverage ensures that providers are not bankrupted by a single large payout and that resources are available to compensate patients. However, the actual operation of the system, as shown through its history and by empirical studies of litigation, is a much more complicated story.

THE EVOLUTION OF MALPRACTICE LITIGATION

Despite several bursts of malpractice litigation in the 1800s, suing physicians was an arduous undertaking until the latter half of the 20th century. At that time, the judiciary began dismantling barriers that plaintiffs faced in bringing tort litigation. This change occurred in many areas of accident law but was particularly prominent in medical malpractice in the 1960s and early 1970s. Judges discarded rules that had traditionally posed obstacles to litigation. For example, most jurisdictions rolled back charitable immunity for hospitals. Courts also moved toward national standards of care and abandoned strict interpretations of the “locality rule,” which had required plaintiffs to find expert witnesses within the defendant’s immediate practice community. At the same time, expansion of doctrines such as informed consent and res ipsa loquitur (the rule that certain events, such as the retention of instruments after surgery, carry an inference of negligence) paved new pathways to the courtroom. The more plaintiff-friendly environment fostered by these changes altered the cost–benefit calculus for plaintiffs’ attorneys, leading to a steady growth in litigation.

The synergistic effect of changes in legal doctrine, advances in medical science, and the development of more coherent and visible standards of care eventually began to show in surges of litigation and plaintiffs’ victories. By the mid-1970s, many states were facing a malpractice crisis, although the situation varied considerably from state to state. Using data from the height of the crisis, Danzon reported that claims rates and average payouts differed by a factor of almost 20 between low-activity states, such as Maine, and high-activity states, such as California and Nebraska.

As claims and insurance premiums soared, major insurers left the medical-malpractice market, and many physicians found themselves without coverage. Health care institutions and insurers clamored for policy changes to degrease the wheels of litigation. State legislatures responded with a mix of tort-reform measures. The exodus of insurers also forced a number of states to undertake insurance reform. Legislatures established quasi-public bodies called joint underwriting associations to serve as insurers of last resort, special state patient-compensation funds were introduced to absolve commercial insurers of responsibility for specified dollar portions of malpractice payments, and public reinsurance mechanisms were established to fill gaps in the underwriting market. By the late 1970s, the malpractice crisis had abated.

But within several years, malpractice claims rates were climbing again, along with other types of personal-injury litigation. The spikes in the cost of premiums in the mid-1980s touched virtually every state, prompting an even more comprehensive round of tort reform. Legislators were drawn especially to caps on noneconomic and punitive damages. The diffuse nature of this crisis meant that many of the reforms affecting malpractice cut widely across tort litigation. Calm returned by the end of the 1980s, but these successive crises led to
marked changes in the professional liability insurance industry. The historical market dominance of large property and casualty insurers was supplanted by the growth of institutional self-insurance arrangements and “bedpan mutuals” — insurance companies that were owned and managed by physicians, with medical malpractice as their sole line of business.

The 1990s saw little growth in claims rates and steady but generally manageable increases in average settlement amounts. Approximately 70 percent of claims closed with no payment, and defendants won the majority of cases that went to trial. For many insurers, the loss ratio — the ratio of payments and administrative costs to premiums collected — was favorable. Apprehensive that the troubles of the 1980s would continue, these insurers had set premiums at a high level, but in fact, the rates of claims and payouts remained relatively stable. In this favorable market, new entrants appeared, aggressively seeking business from all comers and setting off fierce competition on premiums. As a result, premium growth was generally slow or nonexistent during this period. A distinct insurance cycle is thus apparent over the past quarter-century, in which trends in claims, reinsurance costs, interest rates, and other factors have caused premiums and insurers’ loss ratios to rise and fall.

**EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON THE MALPRACTICE SYSTEM**

Until 30 years ago, little was known about the epidemiology of medical malpractice or how well the system carried out its theoretical functions. In 1973, an influential government inquiry into medical malpractice led to the first efforts to evaluate the system’s efficacy from an epidemiologic perspective.

The Medical Insurance Feasibility Study reviewed nearly 21,000 medical records from 23 California hospitals. The study showed that 4.6 percent of hospitalizations involved iatrogenic injury, and 0.8 percent (1 in 126 admissions) involved injuries that medicolegal experts thought would probably give rise to a finding of negligence in court. A comparison of the negligent injuries with the frequency of malpractice claims in California showed a wide gulf: the former outstripped the latter by a factor of 10. This key finding provided an explanation for episodic increases in claims rates. The existence of a huge reservoir of injuries meant that plaintiffs’ attorneys could raise or lower the rate of claims at any given time, depending on their business decisions and the permissiveness of the legal environment.

Prompted by the malpractice crisis of the mid-1980s, a research team at Harvard University embarked on a review of medical records from over 30,000 hospital discharges and 3500 malpractice claims in New York. The reviewers found rates of adverse events and negligent adverse events (3.7 percent and 1.0 percent, respectively) that were remarkably close to those in California. Extrapolations from these rates produced alarming estimates of the burden of medical injury, including projections that negligent care caused approximately 20,000 disabling injuries and 7000 deaths in New York hospitals in 1984. Overall, there were 7.6 times as many negligent injuries as there were claims.

But it was the matching of specific claims to specific injuries in New York that threw the troubling relationship between malpractice claims and injuries into sharp relief. Only 2 percent of negligent injuries resulted in claims, and only 17 percent of claims appeared to involve a negligent injury. Weiler et al. have suggested the analogy of a traffic cop who regularly gives out more tickets to drivers who go through green lights than to those who run red lights. In a third study, conducted in Utah and Colorado in the late 1990s, the injury rates detected were similar to those in New York, and the disconnections observed between injury and litigation were virtually identical, suggesting that the core problems were neither regionally nor temporally idiosyncratic.

Assessments of the system’s capacity to compensate a plaintiff with a valid claim, once it has been filed, are not as bleak. A number of studies have concluded that the tort system does a reasonably good job of directing compensation to plaintiffs with meritorious claims. However, several other studies have shown fairly indiscriminate compensation of claims, including a 10-year follow-up of the Harvard data from New York, which showed that the key predictor of payment was the plaintiff’s degree of disability, not the presence of negligence.

The overall picture that emerges from these studies is disheartening. When all patients with negligent injuries are considered, not just those who manage to seek compensation as plaintiffs, the findings from the studies in California, in New York, and in Utah and Colorado are a searing indictment of the performance of the malpractice system. The data reveal a profoundly inaccurate mechanism for distributing compensation. It is also tremendously in-
efficient. Approximately 60 cents of every dollar expended on the system is absorbed by administrative costs (predominantly legal fees), an amount that is twice the overhead rate for an average workers’ compensation scheme.2

There has been less empirical scrutiny of the performance of the malpractice system as a means of deterring substandard care than there has been of its record as a mechanism for providing compensation. Legal deterrence is a notoriously difficult phenomenon to measure.47 A few studies have attempted to model the relationship between claims experience and subsequent rates of adverse events, negligence rates, or quality-of-care indicators.34,48,49 These studies have yielded mixed findings and are vulnerable to methodologic criticism. Considered as a whole, the evidence that the system deters medical negligence can be characterized as limited at best.50

Ironically, some of the more convincing evidence that tort law influences the behavior of health care providers comes from several studies suggesting that it may do so in undesirable ways — namely, by encouraging the ordering of tests and procedures that are of marginal or no medical benefit, primarily for the purpose of reducing medicolegal risk. The field of obstetrics has attracted the most thorough search for evidence of so-called defensive medicine. The picture is actually murkier than conventional wisdom would suggest.50 Some well-designed studies have shown that a higher liability risk (as measured by malpractice premiums, past claims, and perceived risk of being sued) increased the probability of delivery by cesarean section, others have shown the opposite, and still others have shown no association.49,55 The magnitude of the costs associated with defensive medicine is also uncertain. One analysis estimated systemwide costs to be in the range of $5 billion to $15 billion in 1991 dollars, but the methods used in this and other studies of the systemwide costs of defensive medicine have been roundly criticized. In any case, defensive medicine remains a perennial issue in policy debates about the malpractice system.50

IS THE NEW CRISIS NEW?

The latest tort crisis is characterized by both the decreasing availability of insurance coverage, as insurers again leave the market in response to deteriorating loss ratios, and the decreasing affordability of policies offered by the remaining insurers. As we noted in an earlier report in the Journal, the genesis of the current crisis is best characterized as multi-factorial. Three factors that have almost certainly played a role are dramatic increases in payouts to plaintiffs since 1999, moderate increases in the frequency of claims in some states, and the downturn in the economy, which tends to be reflected in lower stock values and bond interest rates, affecting insurers’ investment returns. There is also some evidence that imprudent business decisions by insurers during the 1990s — for example, broadening their subscriber base too quickly and pricing their premiums too low — have contributed to their present difficulties.

The causes of increases in the frequency of claims and the size of payouts are unclear, but plausible arguments can be made for at least five factors: greater public awareness of medical errors; lower levels of confidence and trust in the health care system among patients as a result of negative experiences with managed care; advances in medical innovation, particularly diagnostic technology, and increases in the intensity of medical services; rising public expectations about medical care; and finally, a greater reluctance among plaintiffs’ attorneys to accept offers that in the past would have closed cases. This last factor may be explained in part by the first two factors, if the public skepticism about medical errors has infiltrated jury attitudes and decision making.

As in past crises, the medical community asserts that it must adopt defensive practices to avoid lawsuits, such as ordering unnecessary tests and procedures and turning away high-risk cases. A related claim is that rising insurance costs are endangering patient care by forcing physicians in high-risk specialties to leave their practices or move to more hospitable jurisdictions and by forcing hospitals to close high-risk services such as obstetrics and emergency departments. Plaintiffs’ attorneys dispute the claims of compromised access and deny that defensive medicine imperils patient care. Thus, the malpractice debate at state and national levels proceeds along a well-worn path.

However, the familiar rancor should not lull observers into a sense of déjà vu. Two critical policy issues distinguish the current malpractice crisis from those of previous eras. First, the health care industry today has less capacity to absorb sudden increases in insurance premiums. In the 1980s, hospitals and physicians could generally pass along a significant portion of such costs to payers. The spread of managed care, the introduction of strong price controls in Medicare, and the widespread adoption of fee schedules by private insurers have lowered net
incomes, rendering physicians less able to cope with hikes in their practice costs than in earlier tort crises.

Second, the present crisis occurs in the shadow of the new patient-safety movement. The Institute of Medicine’s 2000 report on medical errors galvanized public attention. Almost overnight, it catapulted medical injury from a relatively obscure topic in health services research to the forefront of the nation’s health policy agenda. Although the report skirted the topic of liability, the interconnectedness of patient safety and malpractice is increasingly apparent.

THE TWO CULTURES: MALPRACTICE LAW AND PATIENT SAFETY

There is a deep-seated tension between the malpractice system and the goals and initiatives of the patient-safety movement. At its root, the problem is one of conflicting cultures: trial attorneys believe that the threat of litigation makes doctors practice more safely, but the punitive, individualistic, adversarial approach of tort law is antithetical to the nonpunitive, systems-oriented, cooperative strategies promoted by leaders of the patient-safety movement.

For example, consider disclosure and reporting requirements. Transparency has become the leitmotif of the patient-safety movement: to learn from errors, we must first identify them; to identify them, we must foster an atmosphere that is conducive to openness about mistakes. Hospitals and physicians are urged to be honest with patients about medical errors, to report such events to one another and to regulators, and to address methods of prevention openly. To nurture openness, experts stress that most errors arise from the faulty systems in which proficient clinicians work, not from clinicians’ incompetence or carelessness. In sharp contrast, tort law targets individual physicians, assigning blame and compensation on the basis of proof of negligence. Before, during, and after litigation, information about injuries and the circumstances surrounding them is kept hidden. Risk-management activities typically are divorced from quality-improvement activities.

The clash between tort law and the patient-safety movement undermines efforts to improve quality. Concern about exposure to malpractice litigation diminishes interest in patient-safety activities. The reluctance of physicians to engage in such activities stems from the belief that they are being asked to be open about errors with little or no assurance of legal protection at a time when litigation is on the rise, malpractice insurance is increasingly expensive and difficult to find, and having even one claim may make insurance coverage difficult to obtain. This reluctance is manifested in several ways, but two of the most important are underreporting to adverse-event reporting systems and lack of communication with patients about errors.

Thus, in spite of the mission of malpractice law to improve the quality of care through deterrence — indeed, perhaps because of it — the fear of litigation obstructs progress in ensuring patient safety. The harsh reality is that greater publicity about mistakes, disclosure to patients, and access to reported information probably would increase litigation. Such corroborative information promises reduced time and costs for initiating litigation, shifting the calculus of the plaintiffs’ attorneys in the direction of more lawsuits. Proponents of malpractice litigation will applaud this, citing the prevalence of uncompensated negligent injuries and reiterating the importance of litigation as a deterrent. Critics will be apprehensive and will attempt to ensure that reporting systems are closed to the public. They may also seek to persuade providers that honest disclosure of errors actually decreases the probability of expensive litigation. Despite anecdotal reports of such positive experiences, the notion that disclosure reduces litigation is largely unproven and somewhat implausible.

TORT REFORM

Each tort crisis has stimulated enthusiasm for tort reform among policymakers. Conventional tort reforms can be divided roughly into three families (Table 1). Reforms in the first family focus on limiting access to court. Screening panels, for instance, force an evaluation of the merits of claims before they reach court. The goal of such a panel is to encourage settlement and stop nonmeritorious claims before they turn into protracted litigation. Another type of access constraint involves shortening statutes of limitation (the period within which a plaintiff is permitted to sue after discovering the injury) or enacting statutes of repose (time limits that start from the date of the allegedly negligent event rather than the discovery of the injury).

The second family of reforms modifies liability rules in an effort to reduce both the frequency of
Table 1. Options for Malpractice Reform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional Tort Reform</th>
<th>System Reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limitations on Access to Courts</td>
<td>Modification of Liability Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorten statutes of limitations</td>
<td>Eliminate joint-and-several liability rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enact statutes of repose</td>
<td>Impose higher standards for proving breaches of informed consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish screening panels</td>
<td>Eliminate res ipsa loquitur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternative Mechanisms for Resolving Disputes

| Alternatives to the Negligence Standard | Relocation of Legal Responsibility |
| Encourage early offers for settlement | Shift liability from individuals to organizations (enterprise liability) |
| Use medical courts | Implement predesignated compensable events |
| Use private contracts | Mandate collateral source offsets |
| Compensate claims through a fault-based administrative system | Require periodic payments |

Claims and the size of payouts. For example, eliminating joint-and-several liability means that a plaintiff may recover from multiple defendants only in proportion to their respective contributions to causing the injury. Many states have enacted legislation reversing judicial expansions of liability. Elimination of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, the establishment of new standards for expert witnesses, and the imposition of higher standards for establishing breaches of informed consent are all examples of such retribution.

The third family of reforms directly addresses the size of awards, with caps on damages awards being by far the most prominent measure. The cap may be applied to the award for total damages or only to the noneconomic (“pain and suffering”) component. More than half of the states already cap noneconomic damages, most of them at ceilings ranging from $250,000 to $700,000. Caps make it possible for insurers to predict more accurately their exposure to losses. By making the most lucrative lawsuits worth less, caps on damages also indirectly limit the contingency fee and ensure that fewer cases hold the promise of a favorable return on the plaintiff attorney’s investment. An alternative for achieving the same end is to limit the return itself through direct regulation of attorneys’ fees, which is done in approximately a third of the states.

Other tort reforms directed at reducing the size of awards include rules mandating “collateral source offsets” and “periodic payments.” Collateral source rules purport to stop plaintiffs from double-dipping by denying compensation for losses that can be recouped from other sources, such as health insurance. With periodic payments, instead of receiving an award in a lump sum, the plaintiff receives the part of the award that covers future losses in installments as the expenditures arise.

It is too soon to judge the effects of the most recent wave of reforms, but studies from earlier eras are informative. Most regression analyses that control for the presence of multiple tort reforms in a state, along with other characteristics of states or claims, have shown that caps on damages significantly reduce payouts (Table 2), but their effect on premiums is less clear. (Premium levels are responsive to a variety of factors besides litigation dynamics, including previous losses, past and expected investment returns, business strategies, and the degree of state regulation of rate changes.) These studies showed that collateral source offsets reduce payouts and the frequency of claims (but not premiums). Findings concerning the effects of shorter statutes of limitations are inconsistent. Pretrial screening panels and regulation of attorneys’ fees generally do not have significant effects (Table 2). One study showed that insurers’ loss ratios improved after caps were adopted, whereas another showed no significant effect. In addition, one recent study showed that state legislation that caps damages is associated with higher growth over time in the supply of physicians in the state.

Critics of malpractice litigation frequently point out that it is unrealistic to expect that increased levels of malpractice litigation will promote patient safety or make compensation for injuries more accurate or fair. The weight of empirical data supports this charge. However, often lost in the current debate is the recognition that it is every bit as unrealistic to expect that decreasing the number of lawsuits or the amount of damages—the aims of conventional tort reform—will achieve these goals. Some conventional tort reforms appear to be effective in reducing litigation costs and stabilizing insurance markets, but they are not designed to remedy the fundamental failings of the malpractice system. Fulfillment of that objective requires more sweeping reform.

OVER THE SYSTEM

Over the past 20 years, a growing sense that the tort system is broken has prompted the formulation of a number of alternatives for achieving compen-
tion and deterrence. The leading recommendations can be divided into three approaches (Table 1): using alternative mechanisms to resolve disputes, dispensing with negligence as the basis for compensation (no-fault), and locating responsibility for accidents at the institutional level (enterprise liability).

One alternative to litigation that is attracting much interest at the moment is an early-offer program in which the patients and the health care organization would have incentives to negotiate a private settlement immediately after an adverse event occurred. Other proposals would route malpractice claims through structured mediation, administrative law hearings, or medical courts. Several scholars have also paired alternative mechanisms for resolving disputes with an emphasis on private contracts, allowing patients to agree in advance with their providers or health plans to submit to specified procedures, such as arbitration, in the event of an injury.

A more radical approach to system reform would emulate workers’ compensation and remove negligence as the basis for eligibility for compensation. One version of this approach would give an administrative body the power to judge compensation for all medical-injury claims; another version would carve out from the tort system only certain classes of events — clinical outcomes that, by their very nature, are likely to have been preventable — and put them on a fast track for compensation.

The no-fault label traditionally given to administrative compensation proposals is misleading because these proposals actually replace a determination of negligence with a determination of avoidability, following the lead of other countries. The standard of avoidability is more permissive than that of negligence. For example, bleeding after a limited colectomy that necessitates reoperation, greater resection of the bowel, and ileostomy would always be considered avoidable, but determining whether this event was caused by negligence would require careful review of the facts of the surgery. Because avoidability criteria make a larger pool of injuries eligible for compensation, they have triggered concerns about costs. Proponents contend that cost increases could be offset by savings in other areas, including administrative and legal expenses. They also emphasize the prospect of fairer, more efficient compensation, and tout the close fit between the concept of avoidability and the

---

**Table 2. Study Findings from Multivariate Analyses Showing the Impact of Tort Reforms of the 1970s and 1980s.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reform</th>
<th>Significant Decrease in Claim Payouts?</th>
<th>Significant Decrease in Claim Frequency?</th>
<th>Significantly Lower Liability Insurance Premiums?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap on provider’s liability</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral source offset</td>
<td>Sloan et al.⁸¹, Danzon⁷⁹,⁸⁰</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrial screening panels</td>
<td>Danzon⁷⁹,⁸⁰ Sloan et al.⁸¹ Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter statute of limitations</td>
<td>Danzon⁷⁹</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding arbitration</td>
<td>Danzon⁸⁰</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney-fee limits</td>
<td>Danzon⁷⁹,⁸⁰ Sloan et al.⁸¹ Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²²</td>
<td>Zuckerman et al.²² Sloan²⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Studies used different definitions of the cap variable. Danzon⁷⁹,⁸⁰ used “cap on plaintiff’s recovery”; Sloan et al.⁸¹ separately modeled “cap on total damages” and “cap on noneconomic damages.” Zuckerman et al.²² used “cap on physician liability” and “cap on noneconomic damages.” † Sloan²⁵ found a significant increase in premiums.
systems focus of the patient-safety movement as a major strength.\textsuperscript{73}

Finally, a number of commentators have proposed establishing hospitals or integrated delivery systems as the sole locus of legal responsibility.\textsuperscript{102,103} In so-called enterprise-liability models, the enterprise assumes primary responsibility for any claim brought against an affiliated clinician and covers affiliates’ liability costs at rates that vary from year to year according to the enterprise’s overall injury experience. It is argued that an organizational approach to compensation and deterrence along these lines would underscore the value of systemic approaches to quality improvement.\textsuperscript{87}

Sweeping reforms of the system, such as administrative compensation schemes and enterprise liability, have attracted some high-profile support in the current debate. Both the Institute of Medicine\textsuperscript{88} and the blue-ribbon Governor’s Select Task Force on Healthcare Professional Liability Insurance in Florida\textsuperscript{104} have endorsed pilot projects. However, it seems politically unlikely that any of the most powerful voices in the debate will step forward to champion such initiatives. Organized medicine and the insurance industry continue to push for conventional tort reform and welcome the Bush administration’s focus on caps on damages. The trial bar, a powerful constituency for the Democratic party, is focused on scuttling this reform and can be expected to resist vigorously any attempt to introduce radical changes in the system.

A more likely scenario is that the current enthusiasm for change will result in another round of conventional tort reforms, perhaps supplemented by federal legislation that includes one or two innovative but modest system reforms, such as an early-offer program. This may have some beneficial effects on insurance markets over the medium-to-long term. Unfortunately, it will do little to alleviate the haphazardness of compensation for patients injured by medical care, and those interested in advancing patient safety will continue to wrestle with an adversarial litigation system that undermines the goals of transparency and error reduction. Remediation of these fundamental shortcomings requires more fundamental reform.

From the Harvard School of Public Health (D.M.S., M.M.M., T.A.B.) and Harvard Medical School (T.A.B.) — both in Boston.
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